
Running the 
raise

Webinar series

We’ll start at 10:05 / EEST.



Running the raise

● Fundraising is a momentum game
● How to run the process effectively in batches
● What to do in the different funnel steps
● Q&A



Fundraising is a 
momentum game. 



What is momentum?



Investors are great at

sniffing whether you are 
going to make it or not. 



How do you build 
the momentum? 



Prepare. Prepare.  Prepare. In steps.



… but also in batches. 
Prepare min 20 investors 

to short list
Contact at least 5 at the 

same time Aim for 3-5 term sheets



● You are more confident when you know you have 
more than one bullet 

● You get comparables and don’t need to rely on 
single investor input

● You are able to create process timeline without 
faking it 

Why batches?



Process timeline?



Hey, we at SuperFuzzy doing AI for Dog Food; We hit 100k MRR with 30% MOM 
revenue growth in past 3 months, and now raising pre-series A to validate our GTM. 

…..

…. Attached our deck. 

Is this something that catches your appetite? 
If yes, can you indicate your initial interest by (10 days)? 

Process timeline?



Communicate clear, realistic(ish) and short enough timelines

Give 2 weeks time to reply
Plan 4-8 weeks. 

Communicate something 
shorter.

Communicate that your 
want to close the round in 

2 months.



Show that you drive the process. 
Be confident, humble and collaborative. 

… without triggering the BS meter. 



What to do in different steps?



How the funnel looks like from the investor POV

500 startups

100 startups
80 startups

40 startups
5 startups

4 startups
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Pre-screen Evaluate Meet Consider Term Sheet Invest

Fit for the 
fund thesis

Does this excite us?

Can the founders do it?

Are there other red flags?

What does the investor evaluate at each step?



Your job is to get to the end. 
…. or disqualify as early as possible. 
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Getting to the first meeting



Investors are bloated with pitches

500 startups

100 startups
80 startups

40 startups
5 startups

4 startups
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40 seconds spent per deck

7 minutes spent per deck
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Investors don’t read decks. 
They skim them. 

Crap! 
It’s a clear “no”...

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20



Getting to first meeting

Fit for the 
fund thesis

Does this excite us?

Can the founders do it?

Are there other red flags?
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Reaching out to investors

“Hey, we at SuperFuzzy are building AI to select best fitting food for dogs. We hit 100k MRR with 
30% MOM revenue growth in past 3 months, and now raising 1M€ pre-series A to validate our 
GTM. 

The market for artificial fake pet stuff is expanding rapidly due to new technology adoption and 
we noticed you made crazy AI investments before, like the investment to AiCatVideo and thus we 
think we might be a good fit for your [fund name].

Attached is our deck. 

Is this something that catches your appetite? 

If yes, can you indicate your initial interest by (10 days)? 



a) What you do and how it fits the investor’s thesis

“Hey, we at SuperFuzzy are building AI to select best fitting food for dogs. We hit 100k MRR with 
30% MOM revenue growth in past 3 months, and now raising 1M€ pre-series A to validate our 
GTM. 

The market for artificial fake pet stuff is expanding rapidly due to new technology adoption and 
we noticed you made crazy AI investments before, like the investment to AiCatVideo and thus we 
think we might be a good fit for your [fund name].

Attached is our deck. 

Is this something that catches your appetite? 

If yes, can you indicate your initial interest by (10 days)? 



b) Excite with Growth and Traction

“Hey, we at SuperFuzzy are building AI to select best fitting food for dogs. We hit 100k MRR with 
30% MOM revenue growth in past 3 months, and now raising 1M€ pre-series A to validate our 
GTM. 

The market for artificial fake pet stuff is expanding rapidly due to new technology adoption and 
we noticed you made crazy AI investments before, like the investment to AiCatVideo and thus we 
think we might be a good fit for your [fund name].

Attached is our deck. 

Is this something that catches your appetite? 

If yes, can you indicate your initial interest by (10 days)? 



c) Show that you know what you’re doing

“Hey, we at SuperFuzzy are building AI to select best fitting food for dogs. We hit 100k MRR with 
30% MOM revenue growth in past 3 months, and now raising 1M€ pre-series A to validate our 
GTM. 

The market for artificial fake pet stuff is expanding rapidly due to new technology adoption and 
we noticed you made crazy AI investments before, like the investment to AiCatVideo and thus we 
think we might be a good fit for your [fund name].

Attached is our deck. 

Is this something that catches your appetite? 

If yes, can you indicate your initial interest by (10 days)? 



● Catch their attention (something exceptional)
● Fit to the fund thesis.
● Make it very clear what you do. 
● Communicate the timeline and process.

When reaching out:



● Traction. 
○ Revenue and growth
○ User numbers
○ Confirmed pilots

● Existing significant investors
● Commitment already for the round
● Exceptional startup history or domain background

● Traction. 
○ Revenue and growth
○ User numbers
○ Confirmed pilots

● Existing significant investors
● Commitment already for the round
● Exceptional startup history or domain background

Always add (if you have):



● Traction. 
○ Revenue and growth
○ User numbers
○ Confirmed pilots

● Existing significant investors
● Commitment already for the round
● Exceptional startup history or domain background

● Get to the point and forget fluff. 
○ But don’t be arrogant 

● Don’t ask for time or feedback. 

● Follow up few times, but accept that not all investors will reply and 
just move forward. 

Make it easy for the investor



Prioritize based on your access

● Your direct network
● Warm intros 
● Email directly to a selected person
● LinkedIn
● Website form 
● info@fund.com



Examples



Examples



Examples

Pros:
+ Warm(ish) intro
+ Hit a problem I had

Cons:
- Did not excite me
- Asked for my time too early



…continuing

I asked for a deck. 

24h later I’m still waiting… 



Be prepared to reply immediately. 



Ok, you got to the first meeting. 



First meeting

Fit for the 
fund thesis

Does this excite us?

Can the founders do it?
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Are there other red flags?



Your goal is to make the investor excited enough

Fit for the 
fund thesis

Does this excite us?

Can the founders do it?

Are there other red flags?
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 ….to invest more TIME



First meeting

➔ Start by asking how they typically like to run the calls 

➔ Prepare a set questions about the investor process: 
◆ What is your investment process like from here on?
◆ What timeline are we expecting?

➔ Also questions about the fund: 
◆ How do you make decisions, what type of support you give? 
◆ Can you give example of how you supported growth of 

company X?  



First meeting

● Share only the deck. Access DD room, financial model can be 
shared if the investors confirms they want to dig deeper.
● Keep your answer short and to the point. 
● Avoid jargon, and side tracking. 
● Ask relevant questions. ….there is a lot of stupid 

questions. 
● End up with next steps with clear DL’s

 

➔ Share only the deck. Access DD room, financial model can be 
shared if the investors confirms they want to dig deeper.
◆ Keep your answer short and to the point. 
◆ Avoid jargon, and side tracking. 
◆ Ask relevant questions. ….there are a lot of stupid questions. 

➔ End with the next steps with clear DL’s



The rest is about keeping the momentum going. 

Does this excite us?

Can the founders do it?

Are there other red flags?
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Takeaways - How to keep the momentum

➔ Reply fast. 
Expect that from investors as well.

➔ Be prepared to dive deep in your plans. 
But don’t spend time there if no one is asking. 

➔ It’s about you as a team. 
And how you support the investor to come to a conclusion.  



Fundraising is a full-time job. 



Q&A



Need help on running the round?

Reach out directly to tuomas@hopohopo.io for more info. 

Fundability assessment Preparing the raise Running the raise

- Evaluating core fundability components 
(Problem-Solution-Market-Competition)

- Mapping financial assumptions

- Mapping a finance roadmap

- Specifying the pitch

- Preparing the pitch deck

- Building the investor list

- Preparing the DD room

- FAQ for investor meetings

- Contacting investors

- Keeping CRM organised

- Analysing meeting outcomes

- Reviewing calls with investors

mailto:tuomas@hopohopo.io


What to do after 
you’ve raised

NEXT WEBINAR

To receive webinar reminders and 
recordings, make sure to register at 
www.hopohopo.io/fundraising-essentials



Did you like the webinar?

● Share your thoughts about it on Linkedin
● Follow our company Linkedin account
● Feel free to give us feedback!



Thank you!


